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"9/11 Papers" MegaLeak - Layer 2 + Checkpoint 08: Cyber-Cash For Cyber-Cache 
 
https://busy.org/@thedarkoverlord/ 
 
This is the thedarkoverlord here to deliver a message. 
 
This is the '9/11 Papers' MegaLeak. Keep giving us cyber-cash for cyber-cache. 
 
Hello, world. As you're well-aware, we designed a compensation plan that would allow 
for the public crowd-funding of our organisation in order to permit the public disclosure 
of our "9/11 Papers" in the interest of the public. Part of this plan was to create a tiered 
escalation plan that would result in multiple layers and milestones (which we're calling 
checkpoints) to ensure the powers at be are being properly bent over a barrel. We've 
said it before, and we'll say it again: we're financially motivated, and you (the public) has 
spoken to us in our language (internet money, specifically Bitcoin). Remember, 
continuing to fund our wallet will continue to keep us motivated to help break the truth to 
the world by open-sourcing what we're calling the "9/11 Papers". To create a bit more 
buzz, we've decided to continue forward and release the decryption key for Layer 2. As 
such, let the leaking continue: 
 
Statistics: 
Layer 2 = 7.566 Files 
Checkpoint 08 = 50 Files 
 
TOTAL = 7.616 Files 
 
Layer 2 
Layer_2.container Decryption Key: 
8JYIy&BRIkLi\<7mku]nJGRS9YXwXs#udwvCr`]MT`V02"8@J0c%9ZC/*t7'r&@W 
 
If you still haven't downloaded all the 9/11 Archive with the Layer containers, the torrent 
link is below: 
 



9/11 Archive 
LINK: https://anonfiles.com/6fx7q6pfb6/911_Archive.zip_torrent 
SHA1 HASH: F4C18CF980648E9FBDAC55952F5F3485DBBA95F9 
 
Checkpoint 08 
LINK: https://anonfiles.com/ebVdf4q9bf/Checkpoint_08_zip 
SHA-1 HASH: C285ACE02A9E046083B4F6149112569EC7CFB769 
 
[Cryptome mirror: https://cryptome.org/2019/01/Checkpoint_08.zip ] 
 
Instructions to decrypt the containers - Download Veracrypt and use the decryption key 
above. 
 
Let this serve as more definitive proof that what we're saying is true, and that we're 
doing exactly as we promised you. Continue to keep the bitcoins flowing, and we'll 
continue to keep the truth flowing. Remember, Cyber-Cash for Cyber-Cache. We hope 
that there'll be more releases. Continue to share these download links and decryption 
keys on Reddit, 4chan, Steemit, Voat, your siblings, your friends, your pets, and anyone 
else! We can't allow the mainstream media to silence the truth any longer. We must 
ensure they're propaganda is crushed by the truths we're dealing today. 
 
We'll always sign all of our releases for verification of authenticity. 
 
Teaser Statistics: 
 
Layer 3 = 8.279 Files 
 
Your friends, 
thedarkoverlord 
Professional Adversarial Threat Group 
TheDarkOverlord Solutions LLC, World Wide Web, LLC 
 
OFFICIAL BITCOIN ADDRESS: 
192ZobzfZxAkacLGmg9oY4M9y8MVTPxh7U 
 
CONTACT AND LOCATION DETAILS: 
thedarkoverlord E-Mail Address: tdohackers@protonmail.com 
Backup1 E-Mail Address: thedarkoverlord@msgsafe.io 
Backup2 E-Mail Address: thedarkoverlord@torbox3uiot6wchz.onion 
Make your own at (torbox3uiot6wchz.onion) 
KickAss Tor Address: kickassugvgoftuk.onion 
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